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Some quantitative aspects of Kraft durch Freude

tourism, 1934-1939

Hasso Spode

~n recent years research on tourism during the Third Reich has gained

J momentum.1 While the scholarly and public debate on Nazism is focussed on

war and genocide, a handful of studies (re-)discovered2 the regime's attempts to

foster consumerism during the pre-war years in order to maintain the inner "social

peace". In this context, the objective of "winning the hearts of the workers" was

to be reached not only by verbal upgrading of manual work ("honour of labour")

but also by offering hitherto unattainable consumer goods. Cheap mass produced

"popular" goods, like radios and refrigerators, were to symbolize the "people's

community" (Volksgemeinschaft) of equal "national comrades" (Volksgenossen),

and so to dissolve the working dass with its leftist traditions as a social and

political formation.3 While the promised land of plenty remained mere propaganda

in most cases4 - e.g. the "popular car" - the "breaking of the bourgeois travel

privilege" indeed made considerable progress. Cheap vacationing became a

"centrepiece" of the so-called "Socialism of Deed".

Popular mass tourism was organized by the travel departmentS of the huge Nazi

organization for leisure time with the bombastic name National Socialist Community

"Strength through JOY" (Nationalsozialistische Gemeinschaft "Kraftdurch Freude"; NSG

"KdF"). It was founded in late 1933 as a branch of the German Labour Front

(Deutsche Arbeitsfront; DAF), the pervasive pseudo trade union. Accompanied by

a torrent of propaganda, KdF tourism started in February 1934.Within a few weeks

KdF became the world's biggest tour operator. As intimated, valuable studies on

KdF,its travel activities and its political intentions have appeared. "Hard" figures,

however, have still rather sparsely been used to back the analysis.This article attempts

to fill this gap in quantitative knowledge about KdF tourism.Thus, my intention here

is not to otter new interpretations but simply to place some tools6 at further disposal.

A basis for any judgement on KdF tourism, of course, is the number of participants.

The records of KdF headquarters were destroyed in 1945, so that there are no

internaloverall dataJ KdF and DAF provided the public with lots of figures but

because of the dictatorship caution is advisable, both as regards reliability and



validity. In order to obtain overall figures compatible with scholarly standards, the

complete travel program of one KdF district was collected and turned into an

electronic data set.

The data source is the monthly program of the small Bavarian KdF district of

Mainfranken: the Programmheft, a sort of magazine published by each district (GauY'.

Besides articles about tourist regions, general propaganda etc. it contains time

schedules and prices of the offered trips (and it is noted if a trip has been cancelled).

Between 1934 (when KdF travel started) and 1939 (when it stopped due to the war)

altogether 345 holiday trips, cruises and longer hiking tours with approx. 98,000

participants9 were undertaken in Gau Mainfranken.The Gau counted almost exacrly

1 % of all KdF members in Germany.10By and large, the trips were distributed by

the KdF headquarters among the districts in accordance with their membership, KdF

Data Mainfranken may therefore be considered a representative sample.ll

Nonetheless, all results are informed estimations.

The findings allow for calculations of the price level, destinations etc., and also

help to adjust the overall figures of KdF travel activities. KdF distinguished four

types of trips:

• Kurzfahrt (KF), Le."short trip" or excursion, usually without overnight stay;

• Wandeifahrt (WF), Le. guided "hiking tour", usually without overnight stay;

• Urlaubsfahrt (UF), Le."holiday trip", of one or two weeks;

• Seefahrt (SF); Le."cruises" one, of mostly one and up to three weeks.

Outings and hiking tours had long been common among the working dass; thus,

when the regime spoke of «breaking the bourgeois privilege» the all-indusive

holiday meant holiday trips (UF) to German health, seaside, and summer resorts, 12

the "jewel"of the program being the cruises (SF) to prestigious destinations such as

Madeira, Norway or the Mediterranean.Table 1 shows the distribution of participants

among the types of trips sold by KdF.13Except for the cruises and some overland

trips by bus and by ship to allied Italy 0937- 39, total of 145,000), all went to

domestic destinations. Like all other statistical series of the Third Reich these figures,

too, suffered from the expansion of the borders when in 1938 the official peace

rhetoric was replaced by a bluntly aggressive foreign policy.



Type Short trips (KF) Hiking tours (WF) Holiday trips (UF) Cruises (SF)

Usual

duration 1 day (max. 2) 1 day Cl % as UF) 1-2 weeks 1- 2 weeks

Year (a) Million (b)

1934 1.8 0.1 0.4 0.06

1935 4.8 0.4 1.0 0.12

1936 6.2 1.1 1.3 0.12

1937 6.8 1.6 1.4 0.13

1938 (e) 5.9 1.2 1.2 0.12

1939 (d) 5.1 1.1 1.0 0.14

a) Probably business years; cut-off date: 27th Nov.

b) "Altreich"only Ci.e.without the territaries annexed in 1938/39).

c) Far "Grogdeutsches Reich" Ci.e. including participants from former Austria and - to a smaJl

extent - the Sudentengau) total numbers read: KF: 6.8;WF: 1.9; UF: 1.5; SF:O.13.

d) Not comparable: firstly, it is uncertain whether participants from the annexed territaries were

excJuded; secondly, on the 1st Sept. travel stopped.14

The eomparison of the figures published by DAF,on the one hand, and KdF,on

the other, and the results from the KdF Data Mainfranken, surprisingly shows that

the official figures were of rather high reliability. It is eertain that sometimes the

numbers of participants were somewhat exaggerated,15 but the suspicion of the

regime's opponents that they were just "fantasy" 16 proved to be, nevertheless, wrong

- the allegation indieates how shoeked the resistanee was by the sueeess of KdF

tourism: they eould not believe it! - The validity of the offieial figures, though, was

rather poar sinee they mostly (and generally for 1934-1936) did not distinguish

between KF and UF.Put together exeursions and journeys figures looked even more

impressive than they really were. By the outbreak of war, some 7.5 million paekage

holidays had been arganized by KdF,17at least 0.7 million of them were speetaeular

eruises abroad with the KdF fleet. In addition, some 31.5 million exeursionists and

more than 6 million hikers had been clients of the KdF travel department. Participants

in all trips amounted to mare than 45 million.

But what did these figures mean in relation to the other, the "free" eommereial

tourism? Here, and for wh at follows, tourist travel is defined as leisure travel (ar

vaeation trips, respeetively) with a minimum duration of 3 daysY' Thus, KdF short

trips and most of the hiking tours remained non registered. All-German travel



statistics (Fremdenverkehrsstatistik) were compiled in the 1920s and mid 1930s and

an exhaustive registration of arrivals and overnight stays was established.19As a result

of the Great Depression tourism had faced a dramatic decline. A lowest point was

reached in 1932/33, when overnight stays fell to the level of around 1909; then they

recovered and since 1936 outstripped the Weimar years.20

Far measuring the role of KdF tourism in German tourism as a whole the number

of arrivals is not a suitable variable;21instead, the number of overnight stays provides

a mare convincing quantification. KdF/DAF never published data on overnight

stays. But these may be computed from figures in Table 1 multiplied by the average

duration of KdF trips according to the sampie of KdF Data Mainfranken. Table 2

shows the KdF share of German travel in terms of overnight stays. Only the traffic

of Germans in Germany is taken into account: inbound and fareign travel as weIl

as KdF trips outside the Deutsches Reich have to be excluded.22

Overnight stays (al

Dt. Reich KdF KdF

Year (b) Million Million %

1934 59,6 2,7 4.5

1935 71,6 7,8 10.9

1936 84,6 9,4 11.1

1937 100,2 9,6 9.6

1938 (c) 110,0 (8,8) (8.0)

1939 (cl) 107,4 (2,9) (2.7)

a) Reich: domestic travel of Germans; KdF: UF and WF (of > 2 days) to domestic destinations;

1938/39: "domestic" means the "Altreich"only.

b) Cutoff date: Reich: 30th Sept.; KdF: probably 27th Nov.

c) Hardly comparable; KdF overnight stays induding holiday trips to annexed Austria: 9.8 mill.

d) Not comparable; holiday travel stoppcd 1st Sept.; KdF overnight stays including holiday trips

to the annexed territories: approx. 8.3 mill. (see also Table 5).

Table 2 shows that KdF travel amounted to mare than a tenth; initially growing

faster than the total numbers but then stagnating while commercial travel continued

to grow. KdF's actual share of tourist travel, however, was higher because the overall

figures of overnight stays included business and health travep3 Reliable data on the

proportion of tourist and non-tourist traffic are not available. Still, it is very likely

that holiday makers caused the majarity of the overnight stays, i.e. 50 + x %24So,

at a rough guess, KdF's share of the domestic tourist travel reached around 15 %



(or even more) of the total.25 In any case, the role of package holidays was unique

for that time.

In 1936/37, however, obviously an upper limit was reached, both in relative and

in absolute terms. The reasons were twofold. Firstly, aggressive planning led to

growing demand - in particular by the Wehrmacht - for transport capacity; more

and more KdF had to charter busses instead of whole trains. Secondly, among the

working dass - about half of the population - a social border was reached: despite

the unrivalled prices of KdF holiday trips, wages - controlled by the regime - were

so low that they did not allow for further increase in the participation of (non-skilled)

labourers in tourism; in particular working-class families with children could not

afford a KdF holiday trip but at best a short trip.26Among the millions of KdF

excursionists streaming on Sundays into the seaside resorts, tourist towns and beauty

spots (KF and WF) workers might even have been the majority but it was different

in the case of KdF vacationing. It seems that on average on the UF-trips the share

of workers was less than 40 %, on the SF-trips less than 20 %.27And these shares

were probably even decreasing in the two years preceding the war. Thus, after a

phase of rapid growth KdF travel remained stagnant on an admittedly high level.

In addition, conflict with the tourist industry intensified: as soon as tourism recovered,

the crowds of vulgar KdF dients - be it excursionists or holiday makers - were no

longer welcome in the exdusive seaside resorts and spas. Fully aware of these

problems, the regime at least partly abandoned its initial main objective of integrating

the working dass into the Volksgemeinschaft by symbolically"breaking the bourgeois

travel privilege" . Instead, as the figures indicate, KdF increasingly had to help with

other tasks, in particular supporting the economic and ideological integration of

depressed, remote areas (Notstandsgebiete like the Eife1mountains) and since 1938

of the annexed territories. Facing permanent complaints by the associations of

tourist business, KdF more and more withdrew from the chic resorts and finally made

Austria - now called Eastern March ("Ostmark") - the main destination. Former

Austrians were strongly overrepresented among KdF dients.28 At the same time,

KdF increasingly served the needs of the middle dasses, in particular salaried

employees, and last but not least of the "bigwigs" from the DAF and the Party. The

trave1program became diversified and induded more rather costly29trips (yet, there

were still differences from the commercial middle and upper middle dass tourism

where families - and their children - set the tone.30 The following tables reflect these

tendencies; Table 3 shows the price trend and structure.31



Prices in Reichsmark Ca)

Average Range. Std.dev. per day <31 RM >55 RM

Year(bJ RM RM RM RM (e) paid by % of participants

1934 34.60 15-65 11.48 4.44 34.6 3.7

1935 38.89 12-62 15.38 4.52 39.6 30.8

1936 36.70 8-64 14.94 4.53 44.3 17.3

1937 35.68 9-76 15.15 4.57 41.8 21.8

1938 46.24 6-150 31.06 5.03 33.5 28.0

1939 48.13 11-150 28.32 5.23 17.7 20.2

Total 40.89 6-150 22.71 4.81 34.3 21.6

a) UF,SF,and WF (of > 2 days).

b) Calendar years.

c) Includes transport, accommodation, and food and drink; extra costs (UF only) were estimated at

25-40 %.3
2

Not only did the average price level rise considerably in 1938, but the jump in

the standard deviation indicates the greater variety of the program. The minimum

of the price range was marked by spartan hiking tours, the maximum by lavish

cruises and journeys to Italy. Roughly speaking, up to 30 RM was in the reach of

skilled workers;33 those offers became rare in 1939. The same tendencies are also

readable in the duration of the trips: In 1934, 7 % of the trips lasted longer than 8

days, in 1939, the percentage went up to 47 %; Table 4 shows the average length.34

Duration in days Ca)

Year (b) Average Range Std.dev.

1934 7.8 4-10 1.2

1935 8.6 4-14 2.2

1936 8.1 3-15 2.6

1937 7.8 3-15 2.8

1938 9.2 3-18 3.8

1939 9.2 4-19 2.7

Total 8.5 3-19 (e) 2.8
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a) UF,SF,and WF (of > 2 days).

b) Calendar years.

c) In some districts cruises up to 21 days were offered.

Table 5 reflects the spatial shifting of KdF overland traveP5 First from the elegant

spas to the simple summer resorts, then - in the "Großdeutsches Reich"- from the

"Altreich"to former Austria.

Out of 10 participants of domestic trips travelled to Ca)

Year(!J) Health resorts Seaside No typical tourist Annexed

and spas resorts community (e) territories (cl)

1934 6 4 0

1935 6 1 3

1936 4 2 4

1937 4 2 4

Without the trips to the annexed territories (''Altreich "only).·

1938
I

2

I

2

I
6

I1939 0 4 6

Including the trips to the annexed territories ("Großdeutsches Reich "):

1938 2 2 5 1

1939 0 1 2 7

a) UF and WF (af > 2 days) ta domestic destinations.

b) Calendar years.

c) Esp. summer resorts (Sommerfrische) and communities with hitherta virtually no tourism.

d) All types of cammunities in Austria (and the Sudentengau).

The figures in Tables 2- 5 indicate a shift in the main objective of KdF tourism:

from social to national integration.This reorientation went hand in hand with a shift

in the perception of Nazi popular tourism: the first sensational phase was followed

by a second adaptive phase.36 KdF gradually lost its aura of a revolutionary

breakthrough of the "Socialism of the Deed". Like all material achievements, mass

tourism became "normalized"; additionally, it turned out that despite the unrivalled

price level the financial barriers remained all too high for the majority of GermansY

Thus, the regime's hopes that, thanks to KdF,the worker would gratefully turn into



a «dedicated follower of the Führer» vanished. More and more KdF was regarded

simply as a low-budget tour operator instead of a means to «create the people's

community». The abbreviation KdF increasingly acquired the notion of second-class

tourist experience, while at the same time, the middle classes took over the most

attractive offers such as sea voyages and the circular tours to Italy.

The long-term psychological effects, however, tell quite a different story. It seems

that KdF had lastingly widened the "horizon of opportunities" (G. Schulze): it was

a dream machine that put the idea of vacationing within reach of the lower classes

and so paved the way to the consumer society that emerged after the war. Decades

afterwards you could find pensioners, without sympathy for the Nazi ideology itself,

recounting with shining eyes their first ever holiday trip, organized by «Kraftdurch

Freude».



1. Baranowski 2004, eh. 4f; the same 2001; Spode 2004 and briefly the same 2003, eh. III; König 2003 as well as

Semmens 2005, eh. 5. I am deeply indebted to her and to Marion Clay for reading the proofs.

2. Fundamental was the approach by Mason 1975 (or the separately published introduction 1977, resp.); cf. Baranowski

2004, p.3 ("we still lack a work that is as ambitious") and Spode 2004, fn. 13.

3. The ultimo ratio of the "people's community" was of course simply terror, excluding all who were racially "inferior",

socially "alien" or politically dangerous. An additional function of KdF,esp. of its fleet, was foreign propaganda; politicians

loved to speak of the "peace" that KdF would promote among and within the nations. See Liebseher 1999 as well as

the literature in fn. 1 and 6

4 Cf. König, forthcoming.

5. Amt Reisen, Wandern, Urlaub (RWU), i.e Department for Travel, Hiking, Vacation.

6. Most of the data presented here were compiled long aga but have never been published in English. They stem from

my master thesis (Spode 1979) as well as from its revised digest (Spode 1982). The findings almost fell into oblivion, at

least outside Germany, until the topic was rediscovered. Even less noticed were the dissertation by Buchholz 1976 as

well as the master thesis by Frommann 1977. Time was not ripe for tourism history, or a social-political history of

consumption, respectively.

7. Verbal report by Horst Dreßler-Andreß, 1933-1938 KdF-Reichsleiter, with whom I had aseries of interviews in 1978/79.

8 Kraft durch Freude. Programm heft, ed. by Gauamt Mainfranken, Würzburg [Programmheft Mainfranken] 1(1934)-

6(1939), not paginated (Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz Fha 835)

9. The announced (and realized) trips of > 2 days have been weighted with an average number of participants, according

to the type of the trip (see below) and the means of transportation (bus or railway). The complicated estimation of the

averages is based on many different sources (regional statistics, travelogues ete.), cf. Spode 1979, pp.87f (fn23 and 27).

10. DAF membership automatically included that of KdF.The 1st jan. 1938 the DAF counted 18 mill. (German) members

of which 176,000 were from Gau Mainfranken. Cale. from Partei-Statistik, ed. by Reichsorganisationsleiter der NSDAP,

Bd. IV: Die Deutsche Arbeitsfront, s.l. s.a., pp.76ff, 82ff, 94. (Together with the family members, KdF stood open to more

than half of the population)

11. The overall quota of participants from Mainfranken calculated by means of the averages was slightly high er than it

should be (1.3 %) However, a satisfactory result, in particular since the shares differed more or less from the membership

of the districts anyway. In Mainfranken the hiking tours - hiking was more popular in Southern Germany - were

overrepresented: according to a reliable official data, 1.1 % of all participants in holiday trips (UF) in 1936 fell to Gau

Mainfranken, 13 % in cruises (SF),but 4.3 % in hiking tours (WF). Calculated from Programmheft Mainfranken 3(1936)12

(abbreviations see below).

12. Ace. KdF Data Mainfranken, the standard trip of one or two weeks to spas, seaside or summer resorts made approx.

80 % of all UF; in other words: the bulk of KDF vacationers simply went on "normal" summer holidays. The rest of UF

comprised a great variety of (often more expensive) special offers, such as skiing holidays, bike and motorbike tours,

trips to exhibitions and events in the cities ete. (for details see the literature in fn. 1 and 6).

13. Main Sourees: 0 Marrenbach, ed.: Fundamente des Sieges. Die Gesamtarbeit der Deutschen Arbeitsfront von 1933

bis 1940, 2nd. ed, Berlin 1942, p.355; partly identical with 5 jahre "Kraft durch Freude". Leistungsbericht der NS.-

Gemeinschaft "Kraft durch Freude" zum 27. Nov. 1938, Berlin 1938, pp.32f; and for calculations was used: KdF Data

Mainfranken aswell as H. Dreßler-Andreß: Freizeitgestaltung in Deutschland, s.l. 1936, pp.6f; Gesamtrechenschaftsbericht

zum Zehn-Jahrestag der Machtübernahme am 30.1.1943. Die DAF, ed. by Geschäftsführer der DAF, s.l. s.a., pp.116f; G.

Starcke:

Die Deutsche Arbeitsfront. Eine Darstellung über Zweck, Leistung und Ziele, Berlin 1940, pp.160f; for further sources

with additional or differing figures see Spode 1979, p88 (fn.27) and 1982, p.297 (fn 102)

14. In 1940 KF,WF, and furlough travel for soldiers started again on a smaller scale; overall figures are not available. Cf.

Baranowski 2004, Ch.6; Gordon 1998; Buchholz 1976, ch.IV.

15. DAF chief Robert Ley, e.g., spoke of 11.18 mill. participants in 1937: Ein Volk erobert die Freude. Zum 4 Jahrestag

der NS.-Gemeinschaft "Kraft durch Freude" am 27 .11.1937, Berlin s.a., p.24. On the other hand, sometimes published

totals were even too low.

16. So the underground journal Deutschland-Bericht der Sozialdemokratischen Partei Deutschlands [Sopade] 5(1938)2,

p.A31 (FU Berlin: 8ZE21; a newly paginated reprint: Frankfurt 1980). Initially, I also expected the official figures to be

more or less faked.

17. Trips> 2 days = UF + SF+ (WF / 100); here incl. participants from the annexed territories in 1938 and possibly in

1')1

~



1939; the actual total might be slightly higher. Counting the participants from the "Altreich" only, the total was around

7-7.2 mill., incl. KF and WF around 43 mill. (in terms of figures that would make 62 % of the 69 mill. inhabitants).

18.... like present-day definitions of the "travel intensity" require a minimum duration: the leading German survey

"Reiseanalyse" , e.g., defines it as the quota of the inhabitants older than 14 who made at least 1 trip of at least 5 days

during last year: see Voyage. Studies on Travel & Tourism 4 (2001), p.167.

19. The number of reporting communities rapidly grew, resulting in an artificial increase in the registered guests/arrivals

(Neumeldungen) and overnight stays (Übernachtungen) However, the bias was limited because the more frequented

spots were included earlier than the sleepy summer resorts. In 1936 a decree - VO zur Fremdenverkehrsstatistik v.

274.36, RGBl 1(1936), p.404 - improved the statistics again so that it comprised all important communities. The data

(" Halb]ahresstatistik") were published in Vierteljahrshefte zur Statistik des Deutschen Reichs, further information and

summaries esp. in Statistisches Jahrbuch für das Deutsche Reich and Wirtschaft und Statistik. Cf. the literature in Spode

1982, p.298 (fn.106)

20. Cf. the estimated overall index in Hoffmann 1965, p.687, and the indices for Berlin and Nauheim in Spode 1979,

p.89.

21. It provided at best for an idea of the number of travellers.

22. Source Germany: cale. from Vjh. Stat DR 43ff(1934ff), passim; Stat Jb. DR 58(1939/40), p.76; KdF KdF Data

Mainfranken ace. the formula: (t - 1) x (UF + (WF 1 100)), where t is the average duration.

23. As König 2003, p.266 (fn.25), rightly objects against Spode 1982, pp 299f.

24. In 1938/39 of all overnight stays 14 % fell into seaside resorts, 51% into health resorts, 12 % into small and medium

towns, and 23 % into cities. As a guide number the share of non-leisure traffic is assumed in the seaside resorts <5 %,

in the other categories <50 %. Cf. Nationalatlas 2000, pp.22f.

25. The higher the value of x, the lower the quota and vice versa.

126 .... as DAF experts internally harshly eriticized: Th. Bühler: Deutsche Sozialwirtschaft Ein Überblick über die sozialen

Aufgaben der Volkswirtschaft, StuttgartiBerlin 1940, pp.47f.

27. Including quite a few tickets sponsored by the employers (1938/39 altogether 046 mill. trips had been partly or

fully subsidized, cf. Mason 1977, p.252; Baranowski 2004, p.71). In 1937 the travel intensity among the working class

was 2-3 %; between 1934 and 1939 probably around 10 % made at least one KdF holiday trip, among them especially

male skilIed workers from the industrial regions. In the Weimar Republic "cheap" package holidays had costed around

100 RM and thus were unaffordable for workers - nevertheless, the small travel agency of the trade unions had even

offered tours for 350 RM. For the quota of workers cf. summarizing Spode/Steinecke 1991, p.86.

The data on the social structure of the vacationers stem from poils published by KdF and also from some reports on trips

by agents of the secret services. Like the official numbers of the participants, the official social data often are rather reliable

but they are of little validity. Eg., a sampling of 18 trains (n = prob> 10,000) from Gau Berlin in 1937 found out: 39

% manual workers (prob. incl. artisans), 28 % salaried employees, 3 % civil servants, 3.5 % pensioners, 2.5 % freelancers

and self employed persons (however, it is possible that the sampling included KF,too). Ace. G. Adam: Aus der praktischen

Tätigkeit der NS.-Gemeinschaft "Kraft durch Freude". In: WeltkongreB "Arbeit und Freude". Rom 1938. Deutsche

Referate, Berlin 1938, p.22. Of all participants of "overland trips" (n = 32,220; prob. only UF and longer WF) from Gau

Thuringia in 1937/38 - as far as I know the best published poll- were 30 % male (prob. incl. artisans) and 17.6 % female

workers, 11.8 % male and 9 % female salaried employees, 1.7 % male and 0.1 % female civil servants, 2 % male and

0.7 % female self employed, 1.9 % male and 1.5 % female apprentices, 16.5 % housewives, 7.2 % other (maids,

soldiers, farmers ete.); for cruises (n = 2412; SF) the shares read: 20.2 % male (prob. incl. artisans) and 4.8 % female

workers, 15 % male and 19.8 % female salaried employees, 10 % male and 1.7 % female civil servants, 6.2 % male

and 1.4 % female self employed, 15.9 % housewives, 5 % other. Ace. 5 Jahre NS.-Gemeinschaft "Kraft durch Freude".

Gau Thüringen. Die Deutsche Arbeitsfront, s.l. s.a., pp.12f. Reports on KdF trips by undercover Social Democrats

mentioned the social composition in a vague qualitative manner (n of the statements = 57; sometimes > 1 statement

in one report): approx. 26 % of the statements said that there were no or only a few workers, 37 % spoke of the middle

classes predominating, also 37 % of many (skilled) workers among the vacationers. Cale. from Sopade 1-6(1934-1939),

passim.

28. In 1938 they held a share of 18 % of all KdF trips compared to 8 % of the DAF membership; see Table 1 and fn. 10

(on the much smaller annexed territories of the Sudenten and Memel no data available).135. Source: KdF Data

Mainfranken; categories of the communities ace. Vjh. Stat DR 47(1938)11, pp.51ff (the figures are rounded to 10 %

in order to avoid a misleading impression of accuracy).

29. Compared to free tourism, KdF's prices remained unrivalled. At least, some 200 RM arose for a holiday trip; package

holidays were rare, not to speak of cheap ones; cruises could cost more than 1000 RM. In 1937 the MER, the biggest



commercial German tour operator, sold 50,000 trips, that made 3 % of KDF trips; cf. Spode 2003, p.118.

30. Probably in contrast to free tourism, women were the minority among KDF holiday makers; sound data are missing.

Ace. Programmheft Mainfranken 3(1936)12 the ratio male-female was 57 to 43 % for UF; ace. Gau Thüringen (as fn.

26) the ratio was 52 to 48 % for the overland trips and 56 to 44 % for SF.In particular among the lower income groups

married couples rarely travelled with KdF,children virtually never - an awkward contradiction both to the "bourgeois"

travelstyle and to the Nazi family ideology (huge seaside resorts were to solve this problem).

31. Source: KdF Data Mainfranken. For examples cf. the literature in fn. 1 and 6.

32. Spode 1982, p.304

33 Ibid, pp.302ff (see also fn. 27)

34. Source: KdF Data Mainfranken.
35. Source: Kdf Data Mainfranken: categories of the communities ace. Vih. Stat. DR47 (1938)11, pp. 51ff (the figures

are rounded to 10% in order to avoid a misleading impression of accuracy).

36. This is also backed by reports of the secret services and especially of undercover" correspondents" of the resistance,

printed in Sopade 1-6(1934-1939). For a discussion cf. the literature in fn. 1 and 6.

37. Instead, the "standard of living" of the workers was improved more concretely by the new, internationally leading

holiday entitlements, based on the "right and duty" of regeneration (which provoked an endless controversy between

the DAF and the Supreme Labour Court); cf. Spode 1982, ch. 2.
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